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One of Orwell’s objectives in composing Animal Farm was to depict the 

Russian (or Bolshevik) Revolution of 1917 as one that brought about an 

administration more severe, totalitarian, and lethal than the one it ousted. A 

significant number of the characters and occasions of Orwell’s novel parallel 

those of the Russian Revolution: so, Manor Farm is a model of Russia, and 

old Major, Snowball, and Napoleon speak to the overwhelming figures of the 

Russian Revolution. Mr. Jones is displayed on Tsar Nicholas II (1868-1918), 

the last Russian head. His administer (1894-1917) was set apart by his 

request that he was the uncontestable leader of the country. 

Amid his rule, the Russian individuals experienced repulsive destitution and 

change, set apart by the Bloody Sunday slaughter in 1905 when unarmed 

nonconformists requesting social changes were shot around the armed force 

close to Nicholas’ royal residence. As the creatures under Jones lead lives of 

craving and need, the lives of a huge number of Russians intensified amid 

Nicholas’ rule. At the point when Russia entered World War I and therefore 

lost a greater number of men than any nation in any past war, the insulted 

and frantic individuals started a progression of strikes and insurrections that 

flagged the finish of Tsarist control. At the point when his own particular 

officers pulled back their help of him, Nicholas relinquished his position of 

royalty in the expectations of keeping away from a hard and fast affable war 

— however the common war landed as the Bolshevik Revolution, when 

Nicholas, similar to Jones, was expelled from his place of run and after that 

passed on presently. old Major is the creature adaptation of V. I. 

Lenin (1870-1924), the pioneer of the Bolshevik Party that seized control in 

the 1917 Revolution. As old Major diagrams the standards of Animalism, a 
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hypothesis holding that all creatures are equivalent and must rebel against 

their oppressors, Lenin was roused by Karl Marx’s hypothesis of Communism,

which encourages the “ specialists of the world” to join against their financial

oppressors. As Animalism envisions a world where all creatures share in the 

thriving of the homestead, Communism contends that a “ common” lifestyle 

will enable all individuals to lead lives of monetary balance. old Major bites 

the dust before he can see the last aftereffects of the unrest, as Lenin did 

before seeing the manners by which his followers carried on crafted by 

change. old Major is total in his disdain of Man, as Lenin was 

uncompromising in his perspectives: He is broadly accepted to have been in 

charge of giving the request to slaughter Nicholas and his family after the 

Bolsheviks had picked up control. 

Lenin was in charge of changing Russia into the U. S. S. R. 

, as old Major is in charge of changing Manor Farm into Animal Farm. The U. 

S. S. R’s. hail delineated a mallet and sickle — the devices of the revolting 

laborers — so the banner of Animal Farm includes a horn and foot. One of 

Lenin’s partners was Leon Trotsky (1879-1940), another Marxist scholar who 

took part in various progressive shows and uprisings. 

His partner in Animal Farm is Snowball, who, similar to Trotsky, felt that an 

overall arrangement of uprisings was important to accomplish the 

insurgency’s definitive points. Snowball’s gets ready for the windmill and 

projects mirror Trotsky’s scholarly character and thoughts regarding the 

most ideal approaches to change Marx’s speculations into training. Trotsky 
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was likewise the pioneer of Lenin’s Red Army, as Snowball coordinates the 

armed force of creatures that repulse Jones. 

In the long run, Trotsky was banished from the U. S. S. R. 

furthermore, executed by the specialists of Joseph Stalin (1979-1953), as 

Snowball is pursued off of the homestead by Napoleon — Orwell’s remain in 

for Stalin. Like Napoleon, Stalin was unconcerned with civil arguments and 

thoughts. Rather, he esteemed power for its own purpose and by 1927 had 

accepted finish control of the Communist Party through demonstrations of 

dread and fierceness. Napoleon’s mutts resemble Stalin’s KGB, his mystery 

police that he used to wipe out all restriction. As Napoleon picks up control 

under the appearance of enhancing the creatures’ lives, Stalin utilized a lot 

of purposeful publicity — symbolized by Squealer in the novel — to introduce

himself as an optimist working for change. 

His intend to assemble the windmill mirrors Stalin’s Five Year Plan for 

rejuvenating the country’s business and horticulture. Stalin’s requesting 

Lenin’s body to be set in the holy place like Lenin’s Tomb parallels 

Napoleon’s uncovering of old Major’s skull, and his making of the Order of 

the Green Banner parallels Stalin’s making of the Order of Lenin. Much 

obliged, to some extent, to creatures like Boxer (who gulp down the greater 

part of their pioneer’s falsehoods), Stalin wound up noticeably one of the 

world’s most dreaded and ruthless despots. Various occasions in the novel 

depend on ones that happened amid Stalin’s run the show. The Battle of the 

Cowshed parallels the Civil War that happened after the 1917 Revolution. 
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Jones; Frederick speaks to Adolf Hitler (1889-1945), who fashioned a 

collusion with Stalin in 1939 — however who at that point ended up battling 

Stalin’s armed force in 1941. Frederick appears like a partner of Napoleon’s, 

however his manufactured banknotes uncover his actual character. The 

admissions and executions of the creatures mirror the different cleanses and

“ show trials” that Stalin led to free himself of any conceivable risk of 

dissention. In 1921, the mariners at the Kronshdadt army installation 

unsuccessfully defied Communist lead, as the hens endeavor to defy 

Napoleon. The Battle of the Windmill mirrors the U. 

S. S. R’s. 

inclusion in World War II — particularly the Battle of Stalingrad in 1943, when

Stalin’s powers crushed Hitler’s (as Napoleon’s thrashing Frederick). At long 

last, the card amusement at the novel’s end parallels the Tehran Conference

(November 28-December 1, 1943), where Stalin, Winston Churchill, and 

Franklin D. Roosevelt met to talk about the approaches to produce an 

enduring peace after the war — a peace that Orwell ridicules by having 

Napoleon and Pilkington compliment each other and afterward sell out their 

tricky natures by conning in the card amusement. 
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